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runs of the series on its’ Biography Channel.
But she says that many who have waged the long campaign to get more Nero Wolfe
episodes made aren’t convinced that A&E will ever back original productions again and are in
the process of shifting gears to try and convince the Hallmark Channel to take over the
series.
A recent e-mail she received from a fellow Nero Wolfe series fan notes that producer Michael
Jaffe has already written a script for “In the Best of Families” and assured fans that Timothy
Hutton and Maury Chakyn are committed to playing the same parts in that episode, and
others which would follow provided an outlet is found.
And Hallmark’s financial position is becoming stronger according to Variety magazine, which
reported recently that 2003 revenues of Crown Media Holdings, which operates and
distributes the Hallmark Channel in the U.S. and 121 other countries, rose by 64 percent for
the fourth quarter and 29 percent for the full year.
The Hallmark Channel’s subscriber count expanded for the full year by 15 percent, both outside the U.S., to 57.3 million, and
within the U.S., to 56 million.
Variety said that the ramped-up circulation and more original programming like TV movies helped the Hallmark Channel to finish
among the top 10 rated cable networks in total-day for December and January. The Hallmark Channel in the U.S. gets its
revenues from advertisers and cable operators and its ad revenues increased by 42 percent for the year, to $98.1 million, while its
license fees from cable operators increased to $68.9 million.
Montague said that DVDs from the first season are hugely popular and hopes that as the Nero Wolfe shows are seen by more
people it will lead to a growing demand for better television and get her favorite series up and running again. DVDs of the second
season will be released in June.
Critic Adam Tyner had this to say about the Nero Wolfe DVDs. “I’m reaching in vain for adjectives to fully describe how
immeasurably I enjoyed this first season of Nero Wolfe. It’s rare for any form of entertainment, be it a television series, a film, or a
book, to so immediately and unrelentingly seize my attention. I’m planning on picking up as many of Rex Stout’s novels as I can
find, and I’m very much looking forward to giving this box a second spin in my DVD player, not to mention the hopefully impending
second season, the TV movie The Golden Spiders.”
Montague says that people who would like to see the Nero Wolfe series on the Hallmark Channel should e-mail
Viewers@hallmarkchannel.com or write to either:
•Elizabeth Missan Yost
Head of Original Programming and Development
•Marcey Mascotte
Manager of Original Programming
•David Kenin
Executive Vice President for Programming
•Hallmark Channel
12700 Ventura Blvd.
Studio City, CA 91604-2469.

The Weirs Times is a full color weekly newspaper which tells the history, humor and happenings of New Hampshire's
Lakes Region and beyond. The paper, first published in 1883 by Mathew H. Calvert, was named Calvert's Weirs Times
and Tourists' Gazette and continued until Mr. Calvert's death in 1902. The new Weirs Times began publication in 1992
and strives to maintain the patriotic spirit of its predecessor as well as his devotion to the interests of Lake
Winnipesaukee and vicinity. Currently 30,000 copies are distributed across the entire state from as far North as
Bethlehem and as far south as Portsmouth. The Weirs Times has grown since its beginnings in 1992 and is now one of
NH's largest weekly newspapers.
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